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Here I've just created a simple query that will display all the rows: SELECT * FROM video_table Which will work with this
data. The data looks like this: I have created and tested a simple Fiddle here: As you can see the first three columns are an ID,

Company and Date that I have not included in the query and the final column contains the data that I am trying to sort. However,
the Sort works just fine and works exactly as I want it to, however the display does not. What is happening here is that the

columns that I don't want displayed are appearing at the top of the table. Question: How can I make sure that the column I don't
want displayed is not visible as well? I can post the code that I have been using if you want. Is there a way to modify the ALTER
COLUMN command to not apply to the columns I don't want included? I have looked at other Stack Overflow questions related
to the same issue but none have provided a solution. Thanks for any help or insight. A: I have found a work around as per Chris
Evans answer: The column types for the original data are int(11), varchar(10), datetime, datetime2, bigint, tinyint, mediumint,

smallint, int4, bigint2, int8, varchar2(30), varchar(25), char(20), char(25), real, float, decimal(21,3), money, integer, type_name.
The data for each column with the default display is defined within the FOREIGN KEY. Any indexes are also created on those

primary keys. I changed the datatypes to text as per that comment. I now have to go back to the table designer to update the
data. This would be a very simple fix if I knew how to create an update query for this sort of thing. Updating Data is very

different to creating a query. EL SEGUNDO, Calif. -- El Escorial, the mansion where Spanish royalty is famously buried, is a
2½-hour drive from Los Angeles, but in the making of Timeless
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